Fearless Fourteen: (Stephanie Plum 14)

Raves for Janet Evanovichs novels:
Stephanie
Plum
in
ass-kicking
form...utterly delightful (Cosmopolitan); A
laugh-out-loud page turner (Heat); Plum is
not just a smart private eye but a heroine
with a sense of humour (Daily Mail). Just
some of the reasons not to miss
FEARLESS FOURTEEN!Sometimes fame
can be fatal... Stephanies desperate enough
for a bit of extra cash that shes agreed to
help run security for Brenda, the most
successful - and most unpleasant - country
star of her day. But that means working
with Ranger, her too-hot mentor, AKA
trouble in a Navy Seals cap. Shes also
meant to be babysitting a teenage boy, and
dealing with the fact that her boyfriend
Morellis house may or may not be built on
top of millions of stolen dollars. At times
like this, all the money in the world isnt
enough...
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*FREE* shipping on qualifyingFearless Fourteen Paperback On Sale Now. SOMETIMES FAME CAN BE FATAL . . .
Stephanies desperate for a bit of extra cash. That means working odd The Paperback of the Fearless Fourteen
(Stephanie Plum Series #14) by Janet Evanovich at Barnes & Noble. FREE Shipping on $25 or more!Personal
vendettas, hidden treasure, and a monkey named Carl will send bounty hunter Stephanie Plum on her most explosive
adventure yet. The Crime: epub electronic book Fearless Fourteen (Stephanie Plum, #14) by Janet Evanovich for
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A Stephanie Plum Novel (Stephanie Plum Novels) [Janet Evanovich] on . *FREE* Book 14 of 25 in the Stephanie
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